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“Diamond” – scalene triangles, apparently random combinations that create a perfect play of light and 
shadow. This effect is highlighted by the structure’s high precision. In the lacquered version emerges an 
effect of depth that is never intrusive. The texture of real wood veneer does not interfere with this effect, 
but creates an exceptional surface that is new and unique.

Dimensions:                                          3135 x 1270 mm
Thickness:                                                       18,5 mm
Surfaces:                                                                                                                              Oak nature real wood veneer

                                                                                                                          Oak smoked real wood veneer
                                                                                                                                Oak grey real wood veneer
                                                                                                                    Lacquerable foil, raw, unlacquered

The structure “Diamond” will be extended by a XXL-version called “Big Diamond”. Even, bigger, more 
striking, and even more depth and more play of light and shadow. It is available in real wood veneer, 
lacquerable foil, or real metal coating and especially fits for large-scale wall covering or panel. 
“Big Diamond” is also available as wall panel with repeating pattern and can be combined horizontally as 
well as vertically. For more details, see our special brochure “Big Diamond – Wall Panel”.

Dimensions:                                                                                                                                                       2450 x 1050mm
Thickness:                                                                                                                                                                         28mm
Surfaces:                                                                                                                              Oak nature real wood veneer

                                                                                                                           Oak smoked real wood veneer
                                                                                                                                 Oak grey real wood veneer
                                                                                                                     Lacquerable foil, raw, unlacquered

2536 Diamond

2551 Big Diamond



  

2552 Trapeze

2553 Sequins

“Trapeze” consistent, linear, geometrical exact and with a smooth look and feel.
Its directional orientation underlines the presence of objects in a very subtle way.

Dimensions:                                                                  3135 x 1270mm, 1270 x 3135mm,  2450 x 1050mm, 1050 x 2450mm
Thickness:                                                                                                                                                                      18,5mm
Surfaces:        Alpi veneer ebony maro, Alpi veneer light oak, Bog oak real wood veneer , Lacquerable foil, raw, unlacquered

                                                                                                                             (Other finishes upon request)
                                                                                                                                                 

The structure “Sequins” extends the product line of modern structures.
It creates with its fineness and neutral direction a unique look by using reflections and refraction of light. 
Both structures are predestinated for lacquered surfaces and real metal coatings.

Dimensions:                                                                                                                                                       2450 x 1050mm
Thickness:                                                                                                                                                                       18,5mm
Surfaces:                                                                                                                               Lacquerable foil, raw, unlacquered
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Germany
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        A product by

Detail of a reception counter, body in “Trapeze” with mitered corner.
Golden frame in structure “Sequins”, in real metal gold coating, with indirect lighting.

For more details and processing information visit our website www.vd-holz-in-form.de.
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